Abstract-A model for analyzing quasi-optical grid ampliiers based on a finite-element electromagnetic simulator i s presented. This model is deduced from the simulation of the whole unit cell and takes into account mutual coupling effects. By using this model, the gain of a 10 x 10 grid amplifier has been accurately predicted. To further test the validity of the model three passive structures with different loa& have been fabricated and tested using a new focused-beam network analyzer that we developed.
I. INTRODUCTION

MODELING OF THE UNIT CELL
The empirical trammimion-line equivalent circuit u s e d in [l] to model the unit cell is shown in Fig. 2 
(a).
The input and output leads of the grid are modelled as inductors. The meandering bias lines are modelled as a shunt inductance. The numerical values of these. reactive elements are computed by &st using the niethod of moments to approximate the surfmecurrent distribution and then the induced emf niethod [3] to calculate the impedances of the elements. This technique analyzes single elements of the unit cell, thereby neglecting coupling effects between these elements.
Two new models have been developed based on HFSS simulations of the whole unit cell. The first niodel, shown in Fig. 3 , accounts for the cmpling between the gate lead and the biar, lines and predicts a gain that is only 0.5dB higher than measured. Other parasitic elements such a s the inductance of the bond wires and the finite conductivity of the metal are a h This procedure is done twice, once for each polarization. The resulting pair of *matrices is incorporated into the overall amplifier niodel a s shown in Fig. 4(a) . 
PASSIVE STRUCTURES
To validate the use of HFSS in the design of the grid aniplifers, three 23 x 23-element passive structures with short circuits, open circuits and 7s-SI terniinations have been modelled and tcsted (Fig. S) . The layout is very similar to the topology of a grid amplifier. The arrays were fabricated by Rockwell International Science Center. The substrate used is a 0.63bmm thick, 75nml diameter GaAs wafer. The size of the array is chosen to be larger than the beaniwaist.
IV. MEASUREMENTS
We extended the lens-focused reflectometer, developed by Gagtion [4] , to a full two-port system. The apparatus is shown in Fig. G . It uses two bi-convex lenses with a 30-cm diameter and focal length to f e cus the bean1 to a spot at the measurement plane. Two corrugated feed horns driven by an HP8722D vector network analyzer are used to transniit and receive the gaudan beam. The calibration standards for the network analyzer were a short (a large sheet of aluminum at the measurement plane), an offset short and a match (a large section of absorber at some distance from the measurement plane). To check the calibration, measurements were made on a polysterene slab. Fig. 7 shows excellent agreement between simulation Comparison between the scattering parameter model and niemurenients for the passive arrayR are shown in Fig. 8, 9 and 10. Agreement is good:
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented two new models for the design of quasi-optical grid aniplifiew bmed on Ansoft's HFSS.
These models account for mutual coupling between the lines of the grid and for parasitic inductances. The niodeLs were used to accurately predict the gain of a 
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